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At that time, those people and things that originally attracted him,
At the trough period will definitely make him repulse, even disgusted.
Roma has loved Zynn for many years and raised Ruoli by herself.
She has long been accustomed to being alone at the emotional level,
So she does not want to have an emotional entanglement with Zynn in the trough 
of his life.
Maybe one day Charlie is in a good mood, or if Zhiyu and Ruoli can say a few more 
good words for Zynn in front of Charlie,
Then Charlie may forgive his punishment and at that time,
He will definitely be impatient to leave Aurous Hill and regain his own life.
After all, the Su family is now in hands of Zhiyu alone, and when Zynn is free.
Zhiyu will definitely ensure that her biological father is safe,
And she may even hand over some of the business of the Su family to Zynn again.
At that time, he will usher in rebirth, and he will surely find another half who truly 
meets his requirements.
So, she adjusted her mentality and said to him very seriously:
“Eldest young master, the opportunity to meet Mr. Wade is a rare opportunity,”
“You must try your best to make a good impression on him by saying good things, 
maybe he will open up to you.”
Zynn saw that her expression and tone were a little distant,
And couldn’t help saying: “Roma, it’s just the two of us here,”
“You don’t need to take one bite of this and one bite of another.”
“And you don’t need to call me this eldest young master…”
Roma said, “But I have always called you that way for so many years.”
Zynn nodded and laughed at himself: “That’s all in the past,”
“The old man was in charge of Su When I was the master of the Su family,”
“I was naturally the eldest young master of the Su family,”
“But now the old man feeds giraffes in Madagascar,”
“And I am under house arrest in Aurous Hill, what kind of eldest master…”
Roma smiled slightly, with a bit of respect, and said:
“The He family has been working for the Su family since my father’s generation,”



“And I have worked by your side for many years, eldest young master.”
“These titles I have long been accustomed to, and they can be changed if they are 
said to be changed.”
“But if I don’t respect your title enough, you will definitely blame me.”
Zynn knew very well that when Roma said these things,
She didn’t really have such concerns, she just didn’t want to accept his gestures.
He had not experienced a wall like this once or twice in this period of time.
At this time, seeing Roma defending herself without a retraction,
He felt a little resentful, but he did not give up.
During this period of time, he also thought about it.
After so many years of guarding his wife, the woman he once loved deeply,
In the end, it was still nothing to draw water from the bamboo basket.
For things like feelings, if it wasn’t for love and wishes,
Both of them would be in his heart.
With having each other like there no matter how good they are mutually, there is 
no real meaning.
And when he thinks of Roma’s dedication for him over the years, Zynn firmly 
believes in this woman’s feelings for him,
And on the other hand, looking back on the past so many years,
He gradually feels that Roma is actually the most suitable woman for him.
Although she is a disabled person, Zynn knows in his heart that Roma’s disability 
came from saving his life,
So in his eyes, there is no resistance to Roma’s disability.
The current Zynn, after going through so much pain and struggle,
Has lost the ambition and desire for wealth and status.
He just wants to be able to live a peaceful and good life, and finally, he is a real 
prodigal son.
Therefore, even though he has been euphemistically rejected many times, he is still 
not discouraged.
He felt that, anyway, Charlie arranged for himself and Roma this one-on-one house 
arrest situation,
So that he would have more time in the future, so he could fight for it slowly and 
with patience.



In his opinion, Roma has waited for him for so many years, so what if he waited for 
her for a few years?
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